3. Terminal numbers are located on one side of the terminal strip.

2. V+ is the cooler's operating voltage. Voltage found on the cooler's label.

1. Jumper 1 and jumper 2 may be removed at the factory if the cooler was ordered with a temperature controller.

NOTES:

(And can continuously) when the voltage to the thermostatic modules is varied.

The jumper connecting terminals 2 and 3, 4 and 6 should be removed. This allows the fans to be powered with a constant input voltage.

When using a temperature controller, the jumper connecting terminals 2 and 3 must be removed. This is the only way the controller can be powered, when using a temperature controller.

3. Terminal numbers are located on one side of the terminal strip. All positive terminals are located in positions 5 and 6. All negative terminals are located in positions 1 and 2. The two center terminals are connected to the negative and positive terminals of the thermoelectric modules. Terminals for the fans are located.

THE THERMOELECTRIC MODULES:

+ (Fan(s)) and variable voltage to terminals 3 and 4.

2. Apply constant voltage to terminals 2 and 5.

1. Remove the jumpers connecting terminals 2 and 5.

INSTRUCTIONS:

(i.e. when using temperature controller)

TO THE THERMOELECTRICs:

WHEN VARIOUS POWER IS TURNED ON OR OFF:

AT FULL POWER:

FOR CONTINUOUS OPERATION:

Either fully on or off.